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ments in [13, 14]. We also build upon and draw parallels
between the large body of sketching literature where
random or pseudo-random measurement techniques have
long been used to estimate various quantities of large
data streams. In particular, our results on the estimation
of linear functions of the data parallel those of [15].

[Note: Themes: compressive measurements as ag-
nostic measurements, random measurements, prob-
abilistic guarantees, leveraging models like sparsity,
manifolds to obtain stronger guarantees]

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
background on dimensionality reduction and CS. In
Sections III, IV, and V we analyze some simple signal
detection, classification, and estimation, problems with
compressive measurements. In Section VI, we explore
the problem of filtering compressive measurements in
the compressive domain. Finally, Section VII concludes
with directions for future work.

II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING AND COMPRESSIVE
MEASUREMENTS

In the standard CS framework, we acquire a signal
x ! RN via the linear measurements

y = !x, (1)

where ! is an M " N measurement matrix modeling
the sampling system and y ! RM is the vector of
samples acquired. For simplicity, we deal with real-
valued rather than quantized measurements y. Classical
sampling theory dictates that to ensure that there is no
loss of information the number of samples M should be
greater than the signal dimension N . CS, on the other
hand, enables us to acquire significantly fewer samples
than N , as long as the signal x is sparse or compressible
in some basis [2, 16]. To understand precisely how many
measurements are required, we must first examine the
properties of ! that guarantee satisfactory performance
of the sensing system. In [17], Candès and Tao intro-
duced the restricted isometry property (RIP) of a matrix
! and established its important role in CS. First we
define "K to be the set of all K-sparse signals, i.e.,
"K = {x : #x#0 $ K}1. We say that a matrix !
satisfies the RIP of order K if there exists a constant
! ! (0, 1), such that

(1% !)#x#22 $ #!x#22 $ (1 + !)#x#22, (2)

holds for all x ! "K . In other words, ! acts as an
approximate isometry on the set of vectors that are K-
sparse.

1! · !0 denotes the !0 quasi-norm, which simply counts the number
of non-zero entries of a vector.

It is clear that if we wish to be able to recover
all sparse signals x from the measurements y, then a
necessary condition on ! is that it satisfies the RIP of
order 2K with constant ! < 1. To see this, observe that
otherwise there exists a 2K-sparse vector that maps to
zero, and hence there are distinct K-sparse vectors being
mapped to the same measurements y. Furthermore, the
RIP also suffices to ensure that a variety of practical
algorithms can successfully recover any compressible
signal from noisy measurements. The following theorem,
a slight modification of Theorem 1.2 from [19], makes
this precise by bounding the recovery error of x with
respect to the sampling noise and with respect the best
approximation of x with an element of "K , known as
best K-term approximation of x and denoted using xK .

Theorem 1. Suppose that ! satisfies the RIP of order
2K with isometry constants satisfying ! <

&
2%1. Given

measurements of the form y = !x+ e, where #e#2 $ ",
the solution to

!x = argmin #x#1 subject to #!x% y#2 $ " (3)

obeys

#!x% x#2 $ C0" + C1
#x% xK#1&

K
,

where

C0 =
4
&

2b

(
&

2 + 1)a% b
, C1 =

(
&

2% 1)a + b

(
&

2 + 1)a% b
.

[Note: fix constants]

Note that in practice we may wish to acquire signals
that are sparse or compressible with respect to a sparsity
basis #, i.e., x = ## with # ! "K . In this case we
would require instead that !# satisfy the RIP, and the
performance guarantee would be on #!alpha% ##2.

Before we discuss how one can actually obtain a
matrix ! that satisfies the RIP, we observe that we can
restate the RIP in a slightly more general form. We will
say that a mapping ! is an !-stable embedding of a set
S if

(1% !)#u% v#22 $ #!u%!v#22 $ (1 + !)#u% v#22 (4)

for all u, v ! S. A mapping satisfying this property
is also commonly called bi-Lipschitz. Observe that a
matrix ! satisfying the RIP of order 2K is an !-
stable embedding of "K . Furthermore, if the matrix
!# satisfies the RIP of order 2K then ! is an !-stable
embedding of #("K) = {x = ## : # ! "K}.

We now turn to the more general question of how to
construct linear mappings ! that satisfy (4). While it is
possible to obtain deterministic constructions of such !,
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ments in [13, 14]. We also build upon and draw parallels
between the large body of sketching literature where
random or pseudo-random measurement techniques have
long been used to estimate various quantities of large
data streams. In particular, our results on the estimation
of linear functions of the data parallel those of [15].

[Note: Themes: compressive measurements as ag-
nostic measurements, random measurements, prob-
abilistic guarantees, leveraging models like sparsity,
manifolds to obtain stronger guarantees]

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
background on dimensionality reduction and CS. In
Sections III, IV, and V we analyze some simple signal
detection, classification, and estimation, problems with
compressive measurements. In Section VI, we explore
the problem of filtering compressive measurements in
the compressive domain. Finally, Section VII concludes
with directions for future work.

II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING AND COMPRESSIVE
MEASUREMENTS

In the standard CS framework, we acquire a signal
x ! RN via the linear measurements

y = !x, (1)

where ! is an M " N measurement matrix modeling
the sampling system and y ! RM is the vector of
samples acquired. For simplicity, we deal with real-
valued rather than quantized measurements y. Classical
sampling theory dictates that to ensure that there is no
loss of information the number of samples M should be
greater than the signal dimension N . CS, on the other
hand, enables us to acquire significantly fewer samples
than N , as long as the signal x is sparse or compressible
in some basis [2, 16]. To understand precisely how many
measurements are required, we must first examine the
properties of ! that guarantee satisfactory performance
of the sensing system. In [17], Candès and Tao intro-
duced the restricted isometry property (RIP) of a matrix
! and established its important role in CS. First we
define "K to be the set of all K-sparse signals, i.e.,
"K = {x : #x#0 $ K}1. We say that a matrix !
satisfies the RIP of order K if there exists a constant
! ! (0, 1), such that

(1% !)#x#22 $ #!x#22 $ (1 + !)#x#22, (2)

holds for all x ! "K . In other words, ! acts as an
approximate isometry on the set of vectors that are K-
sparse.

1! · !0 denotes the !0 quasi-norm, which simply counts the number
of non-zero entries of a vector.

It is clear that if we wish to be able to recover
all sparse signals x from the measurements y, then a
necessary condition on ! is that it satisfies the RIP of
order 2K with constant ! < 1. To see this, observe that
otherwise there exists a 2K-sparse vector that maps to
zero, and hence there are distinct K-sparse vectors being
mapped to the same measurements y. Furthermore, the
RIP also suffices to ensure that a variety of practical
algorithms can successfully recover any compressible
signal from noisy measurements. The following theorem,
a slight modification of Theorem 1.2 from [19], makes
this precise by bounding the recovery error of x with
respect to the sampling noise and with respect the best
approximation of x with an element of "K , known as
best K-term approximation of x and denoted using xK .

Theorem 1. Suppose that ! satisfies the RIP of order
2K with isometry constants satisfying ! <

&
2%1. Given

measurements of the form y = !x+ e, where #e#2 $ ",
the solution to

!x = argmin #x#1 subject to #!x% y#2 $ " (3)

obeys

#!x% x#2 $ C0" + C1
#x% xK#1&

K
,
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C0 =
4
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2b

(
&

2 + 1)a% b
, C1 =

(
&
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(
&
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[Note: fix constants]

Note that in practice we may wish to acquire signals
that are sparse or compressible with respect to a sparsity
basis #, i.e., x = ## with # ! "K . In this case we
would require instead that !# satisfy the RIP, and the
performance guarantee would be on #!alpha% ##2.

Before we discuss how one can actually obtain a
matrix ! that satisfies the RIP, we observe that we can
restate the RIP in a slightly more general form. We will
say that a mapping ! is an !-stable embedding of a set
S if

(1% !)#u% v#22 $ #!u%!v#22 $ (1 + !)#u% v#22 (4)

for all u, v ! S. A mapping satisfying this property
is also commonly called bi-Lipschitz. Observe that a
matrix ! satisfying the RIP of order 2K is an !-
stable embedding of "K . Furthermore, if the matrix
!# satisfies the RIP of order 2K then ! is an !-stable
embedding of #("K) = {x = ## : # ! "K}.

We now turn to the more general question of how to
construct linear mappings ! that satisfy (4). While it is
possible to obtain deterministic constructions of such !,
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If Φ has RIP of order 2KS+KJ  with constant ε, 
i.e., exists ε s.t. for all (2KS+KJ)‐sparse x: 

the RIP, then !J is well-conditioned, and so these
methods will provide a stable method for computing !!J .
Extensive investigation of the numerical properties of
these constructions is beyond the scope of this paper.

We will focus on the case where ! admits a fast
transform-based implementation; we will construct P to
leverage !’s structure and ease the computational cost of
applying P . For example, ! may consist of random rows
of a Discrete Fourier Transform or a permuted Hadamard
Transform matrix. In this case, rather than constructing
the matrix !!J , we use

P = I ! !J!†
J ,

where !†
J is the pseudoinverse !†

J = (!!J!J)"1!!J .
Note that since !xI " R(!J) there exists an ! " RKI

such that

P!xI = P!J!

= (I ! !J(!!J!J)"1!!J)!J!

= !J!! !J! = 0. (31)

Thus for any xI supported on the set J , P!xI = 0,
i.e., P eliminates the interference xI from the samples
y. However, unlike the prior construction, if we have a
fast transform-based implementation of ! and !!, then
we can use the conjugate gradient method or Richardson
iteration to efficiently compute Py [20].

From (30) and (31), Py = P!xS + P!xI = P!xS .
We now need to ensure that P!xS contains sufficient
information about xS . In particular, we wish to show
that the matrix P! satisfies a relaxed version of the RIP.
From Theorem 4, any sparse signal that is orthogonal
to xI will remain nearly orthogonal to !xI in the
compressive domain. Using this result we can show that
if ! has the RIP, then P! satisfies the RIP restricted to
the set of signals that are orthogonal to the interference
subspace.

Theorem 5. Given an index set J with cardinality #J #
KI , let !Jc denote the matrix consisting of the columns
of ! indexed by the set Jc = {1, 2, . . . , N} \ J . If !
satisfies the RIP of order K = 2KS + KI , then P!Jc

satisfies
"

1! 2"

1! "

#
$!x$2

2 # $P!Jc !x$2
2 # (1 + ")$!x$2

2, (32)

for all !x " RN"KI such that $!x$0 # 2KS .

Proof: We first let !x be any vector such that $!x$0 #
2KS . Now define x so that xn = !xn for n " Jc and
xn = 0 for n " J , i.e., x is the extension of !x into
RN . Then !Jc !x = !x. We can decompose !x as !x =

Fig. 7. Decomposition of !x into P!x and (I ! P )!x.

P!x + (I !P )!x. Since P is an orthogonal projection
we can write

$!x$2
2 = $P!x$2

2 + $(I ! P )!x$2
2. (33)

This is illustrated in Figure 7. Our goal is to show that
$!x$2 % $P!x$2, or equivalently that $(I ! P )!x$2

is small. Towards this end, note that if # is the angle
between !x and (I ! P )!x, then

cos # =
$(I ! P )!x$2

$!x$2
=

&(I ! P )!x,!x'
$(I ! P )!x$2$!x$2

.

(34)
Note that (I!P ) is a projection onto R(!J). Thus there
exists an ! such that (I!P )!x = !J!. Furthermore, by
assumption, x is orthogonal to R(!J). Hence we may
apply Theorem 4 to obtain

|&(I ! P )!x,!x'|
$(I ! P )!x$2$!x$2

# "

1! "
.

Combining this with (34), we obtain

$(I ! P )!x$2 #
"

1! "
$!x$2.

Since we trivially have that $(I ! P )!x$2 ( 0, we can
combine this with (33) to obtain

$
1!

"
"

1! "

#2
%
$!x$2

2 # $P!x$2
2 # $!x$2

2.

Since $x$0 # 2KS , we have that
$

1!
"

"

1! "

#2
%

(1! ")$x$2
2 # $P!x$2

2 # b$x$2
2.

Recalling that !Jc !x = !x, and since $x$2 = $!x$2, this
reduces to establish the theorem.

One can easily verify that if " # 0.314, then (32) is
sufficient to ensure that the conditions for Theorem 1
are satisfied, and thus we conclude that under a slightly
more restrictive bound on the required RIP constant,
we can directly recover a sparse signal of interest xS

that is orthogonal to the interfering xI without actually
recovering xI . This has a number of practical benefits.
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compressive domain. Using this result we can show that
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sufficient to ensure that the conditions for Theorem 1
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Interference Leakage Guarantee 

ments in [13, 14]. We also build upon and draw parallels
between the large body of sketching literature where
random or pseudo-random measurement techniques have
long been used to estimate various quantities of large
data streams. In particular, our results on the estimation
of linear functions of the data parallel those of [15].

[Note: Themes: compressive measurements as ag-
nostic measurements, random measurements, prob-
abilistic guarantees, leveraging models like sparsity,
manifolds to obtain stronger guarantees]

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
background on dimensionality reduction and CS. In
Sections III, IV, and V we analyze some simple signal
detection, classification, and estimation, problems with
compressive measurements. In Section VI, we explore
the problem of filtering compressive measurements in
the compressive domain. Finally, Section VII concludes
with directions for future work.

II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING AND COMPRESSIVE
MEASUREMENTS

In the standard CS framework, we acquire a signal
x ! RN via the linear measurements

y = !x, (1)

where ! is an M " N measurement matrix modeling
the sampling system and y ! RM is the vector of
samples acquired. For simplicity, we deal with real-
valued rather than quantized measurements y. Classical
sampling theory dictates that to ensure that there is no
loss of information the number of samples M should be
greater than the signal dimension N . CS, on the other
hand, enables us to acquire significantly fewer samples
than N , as long as the signal x is sparse or compressible
in some basis [2, 16]. To understand precisely how many
measurements are required, we must first examine the
properties of ! that guarantee satisfactory performance
of the sensing system. In [17], Candès and Tao intro-
duced the restricted isometry property (RIP) of a matrix
! and established its important role in CS. First we
define "K to be the set of all K-sparse signals, i.e.,
"K = {x : #x#0 $ K}1. We say that a matrix !
satisfies the RIP of order K if there exists a constant
! ! (0, 1), such that

(1% !)#x#22 $ #!x#22 $ (1 + !)#x#22, (2)

holds for all x ! "K . In other words, ! acts as an
approximate isometry on the set of vectors that are K-
sparse.

1! · !0 denotes the !0 quasi-norm, which simply counts the number
of non-zero entries of a vector.

It is clear that if we wish to be able to recover
all sparse signals x from the measurements y, then a
necessary condition on ! is that it satisfies the RIP of
order 2K with constant ! < 1. To see this, observe that
otherwise there exists a 2K-sparse vector that maps to
zero, and hence there are distinct K-sparse vectors being
mapped to the same measurements y. Furthermore, the
RIP also suffices to ensure that a variety of practical
algorithms can successfully recover any compressible
signal from noisy measurements. The following theorem,
a slight modification of Theorem 1.2 from [19], makes
this precise by bounding the recovery error of x with
respect to the sampling noise and with respect the best
approximation of x with an element of "K , known as
best K-term approximation of x and denoted using xK .

Theorem 1. Suppose that ! satisfies the RIP of order
2K with isometry constants satisfying ! <

&
2%1. Given

measurements of the form y = !x+ e, where #e#2 $ ",
the solution to

!x = argmin #x#1 subject to #!x% y#2 $ " (3)

obeys

#!x% x#2 $ C0" + C1
#x% xK#1&

K
,

where

C0 =
4
&

2b

(
&

2 + 1)a% b
, C1 =

(
&

2% 1)a + b

(
&

2 + 1)a% b
.

[Note: fix constants]

Note that in practice we may wish to acquire signals
that are sparse or compressible with respect to a sparsity
basis #, i.e., x = ## with # ! "K . In this case we
would require instead that !# satisfy the RIP, and the
performance guarantee would be on #!alpha% ##2.

Before we discuss how one can actually obtain a
matrix ! that satisfies the RIP, we observe that we can
restate the RIP in a slightly more general form. We will
say that a mapping ! is an !-stable embedding of a set
S if

(1% !)#u% v#22 $ #!u%!v#22 $ (1 + !)#u% v#22 (4)

for all u, v ! S. A mapping satisfying this property
is also commonly called bi-Lipschitz. Observe that a
matrix ! satisfying the RIP of order 2K is an !-
stable embedding of "K . Furthermore, if the matrix
!# satisfies the RIP of order 2K then ! is an !-stable
embedding of #("K) = {x = ## : # ! "K}.

We now turn to the more general question of how to
construct linear mappings ! that satisfy (4). While it is
possible to obtain deterministic constructions of such !,

3

If Φ 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RIP of order 2KS+KJ  with constant ε, 
i.e., exists ε s.t. for all (2KS+KJ)‐sparse x: 

Then 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interference 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using the pseudoinverse on that support 
•  Rejec4on of the interference coefficients post‐reconstruc4on 
•  Reconstruc4on error is the l2 error on the signal of interest 



Recover‐then‐filter Reconstruc4on 

CS Recovery (CoSaMP) 

Interference Rejection 

Reconstruction Error 

•  Reconstruc4on (CoSaMP) not aware of signal vs. interference 
•  Reconstruc4on recovers both signal and interference 
•  Rejec4on of the interference coefficients post‐reconstruc4on 
•  Reconstruc4on error is the l2 error on the signal of interest 



Interference‐Aware Reconstruc4on 

Interference-Aware 
Recovery (modified 

CoSaMP) 

Interference Rejection 

Reconstruction Error 

•  Modified reconstruc4on (CoSaMP) aware of interference support 
•  Reconstruc4on recovers both signal and interference 
•  Rejec4on of the interference coefficients post‐reconstruc4on 
•  Reconstruc4on error is the l2 error on the signal of interest 



Filter‐then‐recover Reconstruc4on 

CS Interference Rejection 

CS Recovery 

Reconstruction Error 

•  CS‐domain filtering to reject interference  
•  Reconstruc4on (CoSaMP) only recovers the signal 
•  No need to reject coefficients post‐reconstruc4on 
•  Reconstruc4on error is the l2 error on the signal of interest 



Results—Error Performance 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Results—Computa4on 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Concluding Remarks 

•  Reconstruc4on is usually not required in applica4ons. 

•  Steps towards compressive‐domain signal processing. 

•  Compressive‐domain processing can be more efficient.  

•  Filtering is an essen4al signal processing opera4on. 

•  Preliminary results. Much more on the way 

•  Ques4ons: petrosb@merl.com  


